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Introducti.£!1. 
It is well known in statistical mechanics, that any statisti-
cal mechanical system with a compact state space has a compact 
set of Gibbs states. 
We prove in this paper by utilizing a criterion that goes 
back to Dobrushin ('1'1] that also for statistical mechanical 
systems with a non compact state space the set of Gibbs states 
is compact provided the interaction satisfy certain conditions, 
and we consider as Gibbs states only the tempered Gibbs states. 
In fact v1e prove that the set of tempered Gibbs states form a 
Choquet simplex. This holds especially for the Euclidean 
lattice fields, and also for a much wider class of lattice inter-
actions given by one and tHo-body forces. 
The compactness of the Gibbs states gives us the existence 
of the maximal ~+ and minimal ~ Gibbs state in the case 
of a.n attractive interaction. Let us point out that the 
Euclidean lattice fields have attractive interaction. In the 
case of compact statespace and attractive interactions ~+ and 
~- was introduced by Preston (401 which also proved that they 
were pure, later Folmer ['19] pointed out that they also have the 
global Markov property if the corresponding interaction is Markov. 
Using the compactness for the tempered Gibbs states in the case 
of non compact fiber, He are able to prove not only that the 
maximal and minimal Gibbs states exists, but also that they are 
pure, translation invariant and have the global Markov property. 
Moreover the set of tempered Gibbs states reduces to one point 
if and only if IJ.+ = ~-' i.e. uniqueness is equivalent to 
Since for any translation invariant interaction ~+ and 
are translation invariant, He have that the magnetizations 
~ = ~ • + -
1-l_ 
m± = ~±(qx) do not depend on the position x and of course 
m .. _::: m +. Using the technique of the \llasershtein distance He also 
prove that m_ = m+ implies uniqueness of the tempered Gibbs 
states. We also prove the exist;ance of the pressure and the 
result that differentiability of the pressure is equivalent with 
the uniqueness of the Giobs state. 
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Among the main motives for writing this paper was the quest 
for pure Gibbs state 11ith the global Markov properties. Folmer 
and Preston had pointed out in the case of compact state space 
the unique advantages of the maximal and minimal Gibbs states. 
However, in the Euclidean lattice field theories the state space 
is not compact, moreover the uniqueness and global Markov proper-
ties is especially important in these models. Of course in the 
case of the continuous Euclidean quantum fields the question of 
uniqueness and global Markov property is even more important. 
It turns out that many of the techniques developed in this paper 
extends to the continuous case. This is the topic of a forth-
coming paper by the same two authors. 
It is only fair to mention here that much of the inspiration 
for extending the lnl.ovm results from the compact statespace to 
the non compact statespace was provided by non standard analysis. 
For a treatment of these problems by non standard analysis we 
refer the interested reader to (52]. 
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I. Definitions ~£S~~?ations. 
Let R be a demunel'able subset of zV. For x,y, belonging 
to R we denote by cl.(x,y) their distace in zV 
d(x,y) = ~::"Jxa-Yal 
0.=1 
A slowly increasing sequence q = (~)xER is an element 
of JRR such that 
:m >0, sup d(O,x)-Ni q 1 < +Xl 
xER x 
S l • R w1ll denote the set of such sequences. In much the same 
lvay SR will denote the set of fastly decreasing sequences. 
Giving a mo.trix r = (r(x,y) )(x,y)ER2, we shall put 
llrll = sup 
xER 
I: lr(x,y)l 
yER 
sup 
zER 
E 
yER 
I r(x,y)J (1 + T]d(x,y)]N 
a) 
b) 
I.3.a).b). define algebraic norms on the algebra (l.R of 
fastly decreasing ma·i;rices: 
r E (Jh 
... , 
<=> sup 
xER 
E 
yER 
ir(x,y)ld(x,yl <+ :x> VN EJN. 
1.1 
I.2 
1.3 
I.4 
At each site xER we define a random variable (J ;rith 
X 
values in JR. The configuration space for the process 
. <JR = (ax)xER 
can be taken as the product ~=nf with the product Borel 
structure. ~ is a polish space for the product topology since 
R is denumerable. 
Let (i (H.) be 'Glle set of finite subsets of R and J!(R) 
the set of every subset of R • For II E J-!(R) let B 11 be the 
a-algebra generated by the subprocess a11 = (ax)xE/\ • If we 
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identify OR with o11 >< '\c (where Ac = R\A), a B 11 -measurable 
fru1ction is nothing but a fill1ction depending only on o11 • At 
last, M (OR) 1vill denote the set of probability measures on OR. 
In order to describe the thermodynamical behaviour of a 
system, we use the Gibb ansatzi 
for each finite region II E 0'\R) and each configuration 
in o
11
c, the probability distribution of conditionned 
a = q is given by Ac II c 
r--
/E~c(dqA) = '1 -V(q ) -VI (q -q_)] ZA (q)"· n (d<lxe x ) n n e x,y x -;y 
xEII xEII yER 
·------· 
\fuere Z 11 ( q) is a normalisation factor. 
In order to be precise \ve shall investigate the foll01·1ing special 
examples: 
A) The W' s are c"~ positive convex fru1ction ~lith strictly 
increasing, unbounded, absolutely continuous first derivative. 
Moreover, there are J E (XR and n > '1 
A'1) vl (q) < J("~,y)('1 + i ql )x 
xy -
01:' 
A2) vi(2 )(q)<J(x y) xy - , for almost all q, 
B) V is a positive fill1ction and there is l1 > o, 
0 
a>Max(n-2,0) (or a>O if A2 holds), A>O such that 
Note that A2) => A'1). 
From A'1) it foll01·f8 immediately that 1.5 is defined provided 
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I q E SR 1 and is continuous with respect to q. We shall put 
Eq (dq ) = 0 if q ~ ~ 
f1C A rt I.5b 
Since I SR is a Borel subset of 0 1 it follows that I5-I.5b) 
defines a Borel function of q E n • 
Examples: i) The free field with mass m: R = ~v. 
and VI = 0 otherwise. x·y 
ii) The P(~) lattice field: as before but 
V(q) = tm2 q2 +P(q) 
v1here P is a polynomial bounded from below. 
iii) W(q) = a\q\ 0 '1 < a < 2 satisfies A 1. 
a >o' 
The main property of the family (EAC)AE(cR) = ~ is that 
it is a local specification in the following sense (18 1 40 141]. 
Defini_tion I.1: Le·i; f /0) be the set of positive, possil.bly 
infinite,Borel function on 0. 
A local specification is a family ~ = (EAc)AEJC(R) 
where for each A 
satisfies: 
S1) Normalis~io~: EAc('1) = 1. 
S2) cr-addit~yity: if (Fn)n>o is a sequence in f+(o) 
then 
S3) localitz: if FE f/ll), EAc(F) is BAc-mea.surable, 
and if F is BAc-measurable EAc(F) = F. 
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S4) Compati_]:J,:j,_lJ!;Y.l. if A1 c A2 then 
The central :problem in statistical mechanic is to find t;he 
global properties of the process crR from the knm~ledge of the 
local specification ~ • 
In particul&.r tho distribution of crR can be represented 
by a probability measure ~ on o, \vhose conditionnal probabilities 
coincide p.-almost surely \vi th E c • {\ 
P!!_f_ini tion I. 2. r,e·c ! be a local specification. The set G( ~) 
of Gibbs state.s of t' is the set of probability measures ~ 
on OR such there for any A E ,:1?' (R) 
j\,(•ID ) = E (•) 
,_. fie Ac ~-almost surely. 
As it is vlell-lOlovm, G(&) can contain more than one point 
[1'1]; this phenomena is connected 1-lith the notion of phase trensi-
tion. Ho1vever, in ·i;]le case of uilbounded spin v1e are investigating, 
many Gibbs states have no physical relevance. 
For instance, for the free field on a lattice, GUERRA, ROSEN 
and SIMON [27] have shown an example of such irrelevant Gibbs 
state. 
One way to avoid such examples is to constraint crR to a 
growth condition at infinity, as suggested by euclidean field 
theories: 
])efinition I~ A tempered measure is a probability measure ~ 
such ·chat The set of 
tempered measures will be denoted by f\(OR). 
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The set t1t,ex:-p(OR) will denote the set of probability 
measures on OR .such that (!-L(ealaxl))xER E S~. 
In Appendix, ue study the space Mt and give a characteri-
s ' zation of compact sets of Mt. Moreover we prove that R has 
1-L-measure one for m1y 1-L E Mt, and I. 5b is irrelevant. 
It is easy to verify that l.l E G( ~) 
for any 1\ E !Ji(R) • On the other hand if 
11 E Mt then 11E 1\ c E N-;;. 
if and only if 1-LE c = 1-L 
1\ 
E/\cCiaxl) < + oo 1 and 
~ehe first problem is to prove that Gt($) = MtnG(~) is not 
empty. Actually ue shall prove that it is a compact set with 
the help of a crHeria first established by DOBRUSHIN ['14 ]. 
Then IV'e will use the technics of the l!'KG order [20] as 
developped by PRESTON [40] to prove the existence of states vlith 
"+" or "-" botmdary condition. is translation covari-
ant, locally Markov m1CI. reflection positive, then iJ+ are ·t;rans-
lation invariant globally Markov and 
over Gt(~) is reduced to one point 
reflection positive. Nore-
if and only if 1-L = ll_ • + 
The differentiability of the pressure with respect to the external 
magnetic field is necessary and sufficient to insure this con-
dition. 
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II. Existence a.ll<L Coj~ctness. 
\ve first remnrlc that any limit point of the family 
(iJ.EAc\\E1(R) l~here iJ. E Nt, 
versely if iJ. E Gt ( r£ ) then 
is a tempered Gibbs state. Con-
a limit point. 
VA E:F'(R) and it is such 
Gt(~) • In the \vc get a way of describing 
examples I.5 if the hypothesis A1-A2 holds we shall prove that 
Gt(~) is moreover compact. This justifies the following defini-
tion. (See Appendix .for the definition of W.rJ. Topologies) 
A local Spec~f;cat;on 't.; p_ej_init;i,on II.1: • • • 1.:1 is compact (resp 
'(;; compact) if it satisfies the foll01·.ring conditions 
(i) 
(resp 0\ ,1])) 
(ii) The se·t; G,_(~.) is W-compact (resp. ~-compact) 
v 
It follo1vs from this definition that Gt(g) is not empty if ~ 
is compact. 
Proposition II • .£ [ lJl~ J If & is a compact local specification 
then Gt(~) is a Choquet simplex. 
Proof: We recall ·t;hat a Choquet simplex is a metrizable compact 
convex set such that any element ca.."l be decomposed in a unic1ue 
way into an integral over the set of its extreme points (9]. 
Since I1 is a :!_)Olish space, the W-compactness of ! im-
plies that Gt( ~) is compact and metrizable. Moreover iJ. E Gt(t) 
if and only if 
II.1 
From this it follovrs that Gt (to) is convex. 
I 
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Now let = n B 
AE§(R) Ac be the a-algebra at infinity, and 
1-11 ,1-12 be two tempered Gibbs states, Then, if 1-1 = f(l-!1w2 ) we 
get 
Since satisfies II.1, is again a Gibb state, and F. 
~ 
II.2 
is B00-measurable. Then both F1 /1 F2 and F1 v F2 are B00 -
measurable, and therefore 1-11 A 1-12 , 1-11 v 1-12 are tempered bounded 
positive measures satisfying II.1. This is precisely the definitiofl 
of a Choquet Simple:: [9a),9b)j. 
We recall that 1..1 E Gt C&) is extremal if and only if every 
B00-measurable set ho.s measure zero or one (40]. 
The interest of ·i;he definition II.1 comes from the following 
criteria first described by DOBRUSHIN [7,14]. 
Theorem II. 3: 
Let ~ be a local specification. The following is suffi-
cient for & ·to be W-compact. 
where. A = (AJc.\;.ER E S~ , and r(x,y);:: 0, 
\lrl\ < 1 llrl\ < x VN, ,>0 ' ' T],N ,, 
Reme.rk: 
1 )- the matrix r--describes the sensitive dependance of 
E(x}C vTith respect to the boundary conditions. 
II.3 
II.4 
2) The proof of this theorem does not depend on the real 
character of a~,· It can take values in any complete metric 
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space (X,p), and lcrxl has to be replaced by p(s01 crx) 
where s E X, and p is the metric. ( '14] 
Proof: From the appendix, a closed subset K in Mt is \v-com-
pact if there is a positive sequence such that 
II.5 
First let us prove that Gt(~) is \V-compact. If 1.1 E Gt(&') , 
11e get from II. 3 
Let m ve the sequence m = (!l(icrxl ))xER, II.6 can be 
written as: 
A = (A ) ER 
- XX 
II.6 
II.? 
Since r has positive matrix element, II.? can be solved 
by: 
II.8 
provided the Neuman serire in the right hand side converges. 
But A is slowly increasing. Let N be such that (for some K >0). 
Since \lr!\ < 1 and l\rl\ 11 ,N < +:o, 110 can be choosen so 
small that 
0 < 'il < 11 => 1\rll, N < 1 
0 ' 
II.9 
II.10 
This is sufficient to insure the convergence of the Neuman 
series for (1-r)-1 • Moreover 
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A 
sup Y 
y [1+nd(x,y)]N 
N sup[1 +nd~O,y~J < K'(1+11d(O x)]N 1+11d X y - ' y ' 
I 
for some K > o. 
I 
Then, (1-r)-1A is in 
of Gt(~·) • 
SR , which prove the W-compactness 
Let us prove now that for !.I E I\, the family 
is compact in Mt. Let A be a finite subset of 
such that 
!..!(Ia i)<K (1+nd(O,x))N 
x - n xER. II.12 
If x%. A !l(E (I a I)) = !l( I ax I ) , where as if x E A the estimate Ac X 
II.3 g:i,ves: 
mx = !..!(E claxi).::_Ax+E r(x,y)~+K L: r(x,y)(1+nd(O,y)]N 
A yEA yiA 
rr.13 
~Ax+ Kl\r!I 11 ,N[1+nd(O,x) ]N + rAm(x) 
where rA(x,y) =r(x,y) if xEA, yEA, and rA(x,y) =0 other-
wise. In much the same way; the right hand side of II.13 defines 
a sequence 
/ 
which gives 
X EA. 
A' ES' 
- R such that 
for r~(x,y)_::rn(x,y) if x,yER, 
If x¢ A m(x) =!.IE (lcr I) = !..l(lcr I) <A'< (1-r)-1A' (x), Ac x x - x- -
and 1ve have proven the proposition. 
II.14 
II.15 
II.16 
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Remark: If Ax :5. A 't/X in II. 3, then: there is A' > 0 such that 
iJ(Iaxi),:::.A' VxER, iJEGt(/%) II.17 
as can be seen easily from this proof. 
III. Compactness: exponential bound. 
In the examples I.5 \ve shall prove more than the Dobrushin 
estimate: every tempered Gibbs state is in Mt,exp• The follow-
ing result is the main step in this context: 
Proposition III.1 (Exponential bound). 
Let tj be a local specification. Let us assume the exist-
ence of constants A> 0, B > 0, C and of a positive matrix 
r = (r(x,y))x,yER2 such that 
aiaxl A 2 
E c(e ),:::.exp[ 2 a +Ba+aEr(x,y)Jayl+C] (x} yER 
III.1 
with: \lr\1 < 1 and \lr\ITJ,N <+X> 't/N. III.2 
Then, ~' is .-g -compact, and every tempered Gibbs state ll 
satisfies for some I I I A >0, B >0, C >0: 
ala I A' 2 , iJ(e x )::;,e 2 a +B'a+C III.3. 
/ 
Proof: Clearly III.1 implies II. 3, and 
.,..; 
~ is a W-compact 
local specification. 
Let q be an element of S~ and let 
ala I 
mq(x) = Log Eq (e x ) A Ac 
From S4 , III.1 we get: 
mq be the sequence: A 
III.4. 
ala I 
miCx) = wgE~c(E(xle X )):5.~a2 + 
aEr(x,y)Ja I y 
Ba +LogE q(e Y · ) + C 
fie III.5 
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.. 
Since }:; r(x,y) < 1 , vre can use the HOLDER estimate to find: 
y 
,2 q 
mi(x) ::_A 2 + Ba + C + rfl•ml\ (x) + \~/(x, z) l qz I 
Which implies as in§ II (using r(x,y)?:O llr!l<1) 
1 2 
mi(x) _:: (1-rA)- (A~+ Ba +C)+ a }:; 
yEA 
2 
<Ala I cl "' r ( )I I 
_ 2" + B a+ +a ~.- Tr x, z q • 
zrf.A - z 
III.6 
III.? 
Since q E S~ , the last term in the right hand side goes to zero 
.as 1\ goes to R. \ihich means 
No11 let ~ be a tempered Gibbs state. We knov1 that sl R 
III.8 
has j.l-measure one. Therefore, giving L > 0, the dominated con-
vergence theorem implies: 
I 2 
alo l A~ 1 1 
<fJ.(limE (min(e x,L))):2_e +Ba+C 
- A Ac 
a\o I 
= f.l E (min(e x ,L)) < 
c -A III.9 
alo I 
f.l(min(e x ,I,)) 
By the FATOU 1 s Lenuna it follows that if L l' + :o 
la2 I I 
a\o I A 2 +B a +C 
f.!(e x ) .::_ e III.10 
The compactness v1ith respect to ·6' comes from the remark 
A 7 in the appendix. [J 
Theorem III. S• 
Let us consider the local specification G defined in I. 5 
where V and (W ) ER satisfy A-B. x,y x,y Then, is 
'0 -compact and the exponential bound III .1 holds. 
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Proof: 
In order to estimate it is sufficient to estimate 
acrx 
e 1vi th a E JR. , But the estimate is the same for a> 0 and 
a<O. Thus let us assume a>O. 
First of all ; 
acr S~? q -> Eq (e X) 3JR (x}c 
• I 
orderJ.ng on SR is the product ordering in 
is increasing (the 
JRR). Indeed: 
E q (ea0 XV/1 )(cr -Q~)) -E q (ea0 x)E q (vl('l)(cr -q )) (x}c x,y x Jf (x}c (x)c x,y x y 
III.11 
Since q E JR.-> eaq and q E JR.-> W('l)(q-qy) are increasing 
functions (by A), the right hand side is positive (FKG inequality, 
sec. & IV). 
Thus we can choose I q
0 
E SR big enough and assume q 2: q
0 
to get an upper bound. 
Now let be a positive real. We get immediately: 
III.12 
with 
Wx(q;q) = L Wx y(q-qy) III.13 
yER ' 
We shall estimate the last term in III.12. We note the 
following result 
Lemma III. 3: Under the hypothesis A , we have 
i) 3K>O IW~~~(q)I2KJ(x,y)(1+1ql )x-1 III.14 
ii) I for every q E SR 
and 0 ( 1) ~q Wx(q;q) = L W (q-q ). 
o yER x,y y III.15 
r·-·--· 
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Proof: 
We have for q > 1 , 
2q 
J du w< 1 )Cu) q x,y III.16 
Therefore; since w< 1 ) is increasing 
IIIo1? 
From this one gets ·for some K > 0 
IW( 1 )(q)J <KJ(x,y)[1 + Jql]n-1 
x,y - III.18 
lql:5.1, IW( 1 )(q)l <Max(W~ 1 )(1),wC 1 )(-1)) x,y - x,y x,y 
III.19 
< 2n-1 K J(x,y)[1 + lq\ ]n-1 
and it is proved. 
The same estimate suffices to prove ii). 0 
Now· to find a bound for III.12, we shall expand the integral 
around the minimum of the exponent. Since it is c1 with re-
spect to q the absolute minimum qc is the solution of 
III.20 
Lemma III.4: 
i) There is o < q E sR' such that if 
- 0 
q > q the equation 
- '0' 
III.20 has a unique solution qc(q). 
ii) For q > q q is an increasing unbounded function 
- c' c 
of q. 
f!:.oof: 
Let M be a positive real, and J(M) be the set of 
I q E SR , such that III.20 has at least one solution qc greater 
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than M. We claim that J(M) is not empty. 
For, III.20 has always solutions, because vC 1 ) is asympto-
o:qx tically strictly increasing and unbounded, and is a strict-
ly increasing function of q. On the other hand, if every solu-
tion of III.20 is bounded by M, for every q E S~ 1 vC 1 )(qc) 
would remain bounded, whereas if q -> + :>:> w< 1 ) ( q -<LJ goes y - ' x,y o -;y 
to ± :x:> , contra(licting III.20. 
Now let M >M (see§ I-B.) 1- 0 such that: 
sup v< 1 )(q) " vC 1 )(M ). ~1 1 III.21 
111 exists by the assumption. B because I q I .2: !10 • v< 
1 ) ( q) is 
strictly increasing. Therefore if 
a ,.. sup v< 1 )(q) 
caS1o 
it is sufficient to choose M1 > !10 such that vC 
1 ) (M1 ) >a. 
III.22 
Now if q E J(M1 ) , the eq1.1ation III.20 has only one solu-
III.23 
is strictly increasing. On the other hand, if q < M, we have: 
(due to III.21) 
Thus, if q E J(M1 ) 1 :UI.20 has exactly one solution 
(greater than M1 ). 
Clearly qc is increasing in q; indeed: let q' ?:: q , 
q' ~ q, then: 
III.24 
I!I.25 
~~ .. ·-·--
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and if q ->+X' V('l)(q)+iqH(q,q')->vx:-. 
Therefore, there i:o q~ > qc such that 
III.26 
III.27 
Pield.ng q
0 
in J(I'L1) , vte have proved our lemma, 0 
Lemma III.5: Let 
For q > q 
- o' 
I(q) 
Proof: 
q
0 
be as in the previous lemma, 
I 
q E SR, we .nave for some K1 ;::o. 
Let F be a function on :JR and define 
III.28 
III.29 
\•te claim that if F1 ,Fa are two functions such that T1 -Fa is 
increasing on (qc,x] then 
III.30 
For if Fo. ; nF1 + (1·-o )Fa,· we find (with obvious notations) 
Since both q -> e aq and F 1-1!'0 a.re increasing on [ qc, co] , 
the int;egrand is positive, and the claim is proven. 
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Let us apply this remark to our case: 
Indeed, by definition of q we have: c 
q>q • 
- c 
Thus F 1 - F 0 is increasing on [ qc, x-] • 
Nov/, replacing F 1 by F 0 , and putting 
q ~ q +~ 
c qo.rc. 
c 
we get (lvith Z(qc) a normalization factor) 
aq 
c r-:c 
I(q) ~ ~)· j dx e 
c 0 
a) 
III.32 
b) 
III.33 
III.34 
III.35 
X 
qa/2 
c III.36 
By the dominated convergence theorem, the normalization factor 
converges to: 
2 
-Ax 
lim Z(q ) = rdx e~ = ,j2nA 
q ... ::o c 0 
c 
whereon the numeration is dominated by: 
III.37 
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2 
-Ax a 
~+ 
e 
I I ~2; X qO. 2 a 2Aq0. 
c = e c III.38 
and the lemma is proved. 0 
Due to III.12 with P = q and III.28, the theorem III.2 0 c 
will be proved once the following holds: 
Lemma III.6. 
The following estimate holds if q E J(M1 ) 
qc<B+ E r(x,y)jq_J III.39 
- yER 7 
where B > 0 and r is such that 
'v'N>O. 
-
llrll < 1' l!rll N <+co T), 
Proof: Let us assume a > n-2. Then qc minimizes the func-
tion q _.,.., V(q) + E W (q-q _ _). 
yER x,y 7 
Thus one get 
V(qc) .::_ V(qc) + Wx( qc ;q).::, V(O) +; Wx,y( -'ly). III.40 
Using A 1 -A 2 one concludes 
q . 
V(M1 ) + ( qc-M1 )V(
1 ) (M1 ) +At c (qc-u)uadu.::_ V(O) +; J(x,y)[1+1 <1ylln. 
. 1 III.41 
Changing eventually A into 
B1 such that: 
A 
~· we then can find a constant 
III.42 
Thus, there are constants B2 A2 such that 
1 n 
qc .:S,B2 + A2; J(x,y)o.+2(1+1 'lyl !a+2 III.43 
Since n<o.+2 (1+1'1yl)n/a+2 ~a(e)+e(1+lqyl), ve>o, III.44 
•. 20 -
and thus III. 39 is proved. 
Let us assume A2 to hold. '.!'hen from III.20 we get 
From A2-B (taking a ""0) we get: 
from which III.39 follows with 
and 
llr!l - _jl.;JJJ_ < 1 
- :A+lfJ1f 
i!JI\'Tl,N 
"' •· < +CO A + i!JI\ 
IV, The FKG order. 
The configuration space OR is ordered by 
Vx E R. 
0 
III.45 
III/f6 
III.Ll-7 
IV,1 
We denote .:f+(OR) (resp j{
0
(0R)) the set of bounded increasing 
(resp decreasing) measurable functions on On- )(+(OR) is a 
convex cone; it determines the order in the following sense 
IV,2 
Moreover, if ~ 1 ,~2 probability measure on OR coinciding on 
~</on) , ~1 = ~2 , for ~'(',+(OR) n c (OR) separate the points of 
OR 1 contains constant and is invariant by complex conjugacy. 
Thus, for every compact set KcoR, 0 (oR) n .'!('/On) generated 
a dense *-algebra in c(K). Thus u1 and ~2 coincide on 
-------j 
I 
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compact subsets and this implies u1 = u2• 
A dual order can be defined on .M(OR) by 
IV.3 
It will be called the FKG order [L~Ol 
The remarkable property of our model comes from the fact 
that the local specification ~ leaves 'f/OH) invariant, 
(see Prop. IV.2 below). Following PRESTON r4o] we propose: 
Definition IV .1: A local specification t_ = (E c) AEf (R) is 
A 
called attractive, if for any A E ~(H) 
IV.4 
Proposition IV,2: The local specification I.5 is attractive, 
provided (Wx,y)x,y satisfy A. 
Proof: 
Indeed, let F be in '.;{'+(OR), 11nd q.:::_q'. We get 
IV.5 
Replacing F(qA,q c) 
A 
by F(qA,q'c) inside the integral, 
fl 
gives an upper bound of the r.h.s. On the other hand, the pro-
bability measure ui has the form: 
-V(p )- L W (p -q ) - E W (p -p ) 
1 X y~A x,y X y ) X yEA x,y X y 
" ~ n (dp e e ' 
"'\ q; xEfl x IV .6 
Since 
2 
a/<Sp(- E(V(px 1 )+ EWx'y'(px,-q __ ,))- I: Wx'y'(px-py) 
x y x'Efl y'~A -;~ x' ,y'EA 
"'wC2)(p -p )>o. 
x,y x y - IV.7 
----- ---.-1 
it follo1vs that IlK satisfies the FKG inequalities (1<3] 
If/ ( ) In particular if G E A+ o11 : 
G G E '1" (0 ) 1' 2 .,/(+ A IV.8 
y f. A ~> <i~--- ll~(G) ~ E {~-~~(GVI~1 y)(ox-qy)) -ll~(G)IlK(W~ y(ox-qy))} 
-<1 xEA ' ' 
IV.9 
is positive. Thus: 
IV .10 
IV.11 
0 
The main property of local compact attractive specifications 
described in the following: 
Theorem IV.3: Let '(. be a local, compact attractive specifi-0 
cation. Then Gt ct.) has a unique maximum 1.1-t- and a unique 
minimum 1-l for the FKG order. 
Proof: 
First we prove the existence of a maximum. Let (1-!n)o.~ 
be a totally ordered net in Gt ( t•;). Since f, is compact, it 
has a limit point ll ::c in Gt ( G ) • In particular there is an 
increasing subnet o.(p) such that 
Since ~ ... 1-lo.( ~) is increasing in the FKG order we get: 
1-l-:o(F) ~ sup ll (Ir) 
0. 
IV .12 
IV .13 
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Thus l-l..x:. is unique sinc'e it iG uniquely defined on ~'f+(ClR), 
and is precisely the supremum of (!-lu)o.EA" By the ZORN lemma, 
Gt ( (; ) has maxim~Jl elements. 
Let no11 J-1 1 and J-1 0 be tl'lo such rn~Jximal elements in r_ 
Gt ({.) • In OH, the map 
is measur!l-ble. Let p be the image of J-1 1 ® 112 under this map. 
We claim that: p E I\. For 
e 
p(laxl) "'jd!-l1 (q)dJ.!2 (p)l<lxvPxl 
------1 
i 
< Jd1J 1 (q)d~-t2 (p)(lqxl + lpxl).:::,~-t 1 (lcrxi)+J.!2 (laxl). IV.14 
On the other hand, p '(>- 1-li , i = 1 , 2, because: 
i = 1 ,2. 
·t Since i:.J is attractive, it follows that 
i = 1 ,2, 1-l· "' ~J..E o( pE 
l. l. Ac Ac 
Since f:; is compact, (pE c)AE'i'(R) is compact in Mt, and 
A 
any limit point p :x:; is a tempered Gibbs state such that 
By definition of ~-t 1 ,!-l 2 we get 
1-11 = ll2 = p :x;, • 
0 
The previous theorem is too abstract. The following 
result gives a rather concrete construction of iJ+. 
IV.15 
IV.16 
IV .17 
IV .18 
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-----· --·.-- --- --l ·---- ----- -----\-
Proposition IV.4: 
With the hypothesis of theorem IV.3, the maximal state ~+ 
is given by: 
IV.19 
I 
for any q E SR such that 
i) q >0 Vx 
X 
ii) 3 N > 0 depending only on ~ , such that 
IV .20 
IV.21 
If moreover r'. E;atisfies the exponential bound III.1' 
then, ii) can be replaced by 
iia) ~_:::B Logld(O,x) ll IV.22 
for B large enough. 
Remark: The estimate IV.22 has already been proposed by 
I. LEBOWITZ and E. PRESUTTI [31J. 
Proof: For q E S~ , the DIRAC measure 1\q belongs to Mt(OR) 
and Eq 
fie 
= 6q•Eflc· ~ being compact, this family of measure has 
a limit point say 
Since ~ is attractive, Ep (F) 
fie 
IV.23 
is an increasing function of p; 
on the other hand ]!' is bounded by 'rhus: 
IV.24 
· ..... 
I 
I 
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The last wrm of the r.h.s. can be estimated by: 
l: 
u(laxl) 
< l: Kd(O,x)N 
€11 = 
xf.A qx -xEAc qx 
IV.25 
where K> O, and NZ:O depends only on ~ since Gt(~) is a 
compact subset of Mt(OR). By the hypothesis for any sequence 
An "converging to R, lin e11 = 0. Choosing a suitable sub-n 
sequence An we get: 
!-10!'2 < 1-l (F) 
- X) 
IV.26 
which proves that u ::o = u + • 
Now if f. satisfies the exponential bound IV .25 can be 
replaced by (see eq. III.3) 
IV.27 
Since R c zV the r.h.s. converges provided IV.22 holds 
with 
' 'I 
lJ IV.28 
-·< 
-----V:·:The · gen'eral- properties-crf---).1+--._____------.. __ ______...- ~--~,- --~------- I -----------. _/ ' 
il 
The remarkable states u+ may have inherited properties of 
the local specification. In this section we prove that u+ are 
extremal in Gt(b) and that Gt(f;,) is reduced to one point if 
and only if We prove that are translation invariant 
if g is translatiop .~oy,.ariant. 
under suitable properties of & • 
They are reflection positive 
At last, we prove that they 
have the global Markov property if 'f:., is locally Markov. In 
what follows '£ is a local compact, attractive specification. 
i>\ 
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V ,a Extremal&: 
Proposition V,1: The states 1-l+ and 
,, 
are extremal in Gt (G ) 
r and Gt (.,. ) has one point if and only if ll + "' 1-1_ • 
Proof: 
Assume 1-1+ ~ a.1-1 1 + (1-a.)l-12 with 0 <o. < 1 1 1-li E Gt(&,). 
For F belonging to ':fr: + (OR) we get 
v .1 
i-l (F) > 1-1· (F) 
+ - 1 i = 1,2. 
Thus 
V.2 
which means 
V,3 
If moreover we have by construction: 
That is 
V.5 
V,b Covariance: 
Let 'b be a Borel isomorphism of OR into itself, For F 
a measurable function, we put 
Definition V .e£_: {(; is ·said to be f5 -covariant if for any II E 7(R) 
there is /\.-,; E r(R) such that 
V.7 
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Proposition V.): Let % be •(;,_covariant. 'I'hen Gt<6') is 'G-
invariant. Moreover if the action 'G respect the order 
(i.e. 'b±1 'J! (OR)c Y( (OR)) then fJ and J..l are 'fJ-inva-
+ + + 
riant. If 'f, reverse the order (i.e. 'ff ±1 !l{+(OR) c: ~-(OR)), 
·13 .. 1-l+ "' IJ_. 
Proof: 
• Let 1-1 be a tempered Gibbs state. Then 1) 1..1 satisfies 
for every F bounded and measurable and A E 9''(R) 
'6'•!-!(F) "'~J(~F) < ~J(E ('0F)) = IJ.(t'E (F)) .,'f?\tE (F) V.8 ~ A~ Ac Ac 
Thus 1$'Gt(~) c Gt(~.). V.9 
Since !).+ is maximal we get: 
v .10 
If moreover ~ • respects the order we get from V .10: 
FE.'K+(OR) =>1-l (!<') =~;-1 *1J ({;F):X-1). (<'JF) = ~\t,_(F).::_IJ+(F) 
+ + + , 
v .11 
which means: 
v .12 
""* If b reverses the order, l!' :i.s decreasing and 
F E.'~/OR) => 11 (F) ,·t,-1*1J_(,:;l!') 2: iJ+('tF) ,'l§'•~J/F) :::;1-l_(F) 
v .13 
Thus 
V.14 
CJ 
Examples: 
(i) R = zV a E l'!v V.15 
The local specification in I.5 is translation invariant 
--I 
I 
I 
·- 28 .. 
iff Vx, Vy. v .16 
(translation i !JV<-lriant iDt eract ion). Then '/!J respects the 
order. 
ii) (spin .flip) V.17 
The local specification in 't~·-invariant iff it is even, 
which means 
In this case, '0 reverses the order. 
I 
V.c Reflect~i!;}:. 
Let us consider the case H "" zV. Let n be the hyperplane 
l. v 1 J n ~ x E JR. , x1 ~ 2 , and 0 be the reflection about n. (l leaves 
zV invariant and exchange the half spaces fl+ and fl defined 
by n in zv. Lot G be the corresponding action on the bounded 
measurable function on OR : 
:DF(q) ~ F(oq) with (eq) ~ q 
x ex 
x E :ilv. v .19 
01 We denote by J"(' the closed convex cone generated by m;rF 
where F is bounded anii Bn -~measurable. (\ve take the closure 
+ 
with respect to the topology induced by lveak topology in 
:::0 () L (OR,B,~J) for every tempered measure ~J). 
J..!Ef\ 
is reflection positive, 
of v R ~ ; , and 
if for m;w fini t 1e 
I ' ) \ 
. e·l' . ...,, ?fly -1.nvar1.an, cQn-
, ',- / ~ 
figuration q, g<l (l!') > 0 11' E f. . fie ~ '+ 
Pro£_osition V.5: if t is reflection positive, and 
are reflection positive i.e.: 
J..1 (G) >O 
± -
V.20 
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Proof: 
Let q be in such that 
VG E (/• , by definition of ~>f. 
i· 
'l'hen: G(q) .:;:o 
In particula!' if q > 0 Batisfies IV. 21' and eq "' q, then for x-
G being in J~ we have: 
V.21 
q 
Exam_ple: Let us consider the model I. 5 with the following 
restrictions: 
RP1) w = 0 unless d(x,y) 
-
1 
x,y 
RP2) wex,ey ·- VI x,y x,yER. 
RP3) exp -· VIX ,yc q) is a function of positive type. 
Proposition V.6: if the W1 s obey RP1-3), then the local speci-
fication in I. 5 is reflection positive. 
Proof: Let fl be a finite subset of :?IV f)-invariant and 
[\+ = f1 n fl+. We claim that if x E fl+, y E zV are such that 
d(x,y) ~ 1, then either yEn+, or y =ex. For if yf!n+, 
we have 
d(x,y) 
and 
Thus 
1 1 ~v 1 1 
- 1 x 1-y1 + '" I x -·Y 1 = 2 a a a~ 
V.22 
V.23 
v .21.J. 
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Let oi\ (resp ofl ) be the set of 
-
(resp A ) such that d(x, Bx) = '1 j A , 
-'1 I 
fie 
= n+ \A+ (resp A_= 11_\ A_ ) + 
<-> <-> A +,'1 = A + 011+ (resp 
ofl oA 
-n + 
Then if F is Bn -measurable and bounded 
'1 
A 
-,'1 = A \ ofl 
X E A+ 
we put 
) 
V.25 
\vhere d!-1 fl+'1 
factor, and: 
is some measure on 011 , Z(q) a normalization 
+,1 
- E E c 
e XEA+ yEA+ W (p -q ). x,y x y 
The numetator in V.25 can be written as: 
~ -Wx ex(q) 
for some F. Since e ' is of positive type, 
function in !P , because 
t-
E !'1. . @F.F. EY~ if (!'1 .. ) .. > 0 
0<1 ,j<N ~J ~ J ~J ~J-
V.26 
V.27 
we get a 
V.28 
The same is true for Z(q). Since q = eq and FE jJ => F( q) > 0 + - , 
we get the result. 0 
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Remark: RP3 is verified by any function W given by the Levy-
KINTCHINE formula [51] 
W(q) = al + bq + c- J (eiqs_1-iqs)dv(s)- J. eiqs dv(q) 
I Sj <I Is I >1 
- - v .29 
where v is a positive measure with: 
V.30 
If vre vrant W to satisfy the assumption A, it is enough to 
+co 
assume J_ 00 s 2 dv(s)<+co, a;:o and s 2dv(s) is a measure of 
positive type. ]'or example 
W(q) = al qj 0 v .31 
satisfies RP3. 
V.d: The Markov property: 
A measure ~ has the Markov property if for every F. 
BA-measurable, E~(FIBAc) depends only on the "boundary" of A; 
we will distinguish between the global MARKOV property for which 
no constraint is imposed on A, and the local one for which 
A E :J (R) is needed. To be more precise vre adopt the following 
definition (-1,2,3]. 
Definition V.?: 1°) A local specification ~-' is locally Markov, 
if one can find an integer r > 1, such that for any finite 
subsets 
tion F. 
l 
A1 ,A2 of 
)'1=1,2) 
R, with dist(J\1 , A2 ) > r, and any func-
BA_-measurable one has: 
l 
V.32 
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2°) A tempered measure is locally MARKOV if the specifi-
cation Gl-! = (EI-!(. IB Ac))AEg:(R) is locRlly MARKOV. It is 
globally MARKOV if V. 32 holds for & \-1, for any subset A,p A2 
of R with dist(A1 ,A2 )>r. 
The main result of this section is described below. 
Theorem V.8: Let [, be a locally Markov, local, compact attrac-
tive specification. Then, if G satisfies the DOBRUSHIN 
estimate II.3, 1-1+ and !-!_ have the global MARKOV property. 
Proof: 
(' 
The main property of (o is given by the lemma V.9 below. 
Once it is proved, the theorem follows trivially: 
Lemma V. 9: Let 6 as before, and e c R. Then 
V.33 
for measurable function F, and every such that 
X E 9 , I: 
xE9 
N d(O,x) 
~ for some N. 
Proof: 
Let p be a slowly increasing sequence on 
::-~· 
and let 6 P, 9 be the local specification on o9 
with 
I pES , 
ec 
defined by: 
V.35 
In other words, the configurations coincides with p outside e. 
Since the DOBRUSHIN estimate holds for ~ we get 
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xES :EI> c(lcr I) <A + E r(x,y)\p I+ E r(x,y)lo I (x} X - X y'/.9 y yE() y 
p = (py)· c being slowly increasing, \lr!l < 1, !\rii 11 ,N <co yEe 
implies that ~ e obeys a DOBRUSHIN estimate with p, 
V.36 
V.37 
In virtue of theorem II. 3, f., p, 8 is a compact specification. 
It is also attractive if G is, as can be trivially verified 
from V.35. From Theorem IV.3, there is a maximal probability 
measure say M;, 9 on Gt ( 6 P, 9). From the proposition IV. 4 
E s I p c 
e 
V.38 
where I q E s 9 , ~2:0 and E d(O,x)N < +::c for some N depending 
only on G and p. 
Thus p -> M+ 9(F) p, is 
Now let G be a 
xES '"1 ~ 
B -measurable. 
ac 
B -measurable function and 
ac 
as in prop. IV.6 
where 
~ (GF = lim Eq (FG) = lim Eq (E (GF)) 
+ A11R Ac Af.R Ac (Ana)c 
(J 
= lim Eq (G :E ac(F)) 
A1R Ac 
a (x) = a if 
9c x 
Due to V.38 we get 
~+(GF) = ~+(GM; c 9(F)) a ' 
q be in 
v .39 
V.40 
Since M~ c 9(F) is B c measurable, the definition of the condi-a • e 
tional expectation gives: 
E., (FIB ) = M~ c 9(F) 
,... + ac a ' 
V.41 
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Examples: if the 'vi's satisfy A 1vi th 
'vlxy ~ 0 for d(x,y)>r 
then the model has the local Markov property. 
VI. The £ressure and uniqueness criteria. 
VI.a The pressure. 
Coming back to the model I.5, we define the pressure with 
"free boundary condition" as follows: 
and 
-V(a ) - ~ ~ W (q -q ) 
zf ~ J n (dq e ~ ) e xEA yEA x,y x y 
A xEA x 
lim-
MR 
1 
--log 
I AI 
VI.1 
VI.2 
Here \AI denotes the number of points in A, and the limit 
A1R is taken in the VAN-HOVE sense [44]. 
Proposition VI.1: if V and the W's satisfy A,B the pf 
exist so 
Proof: Without loss of generality we can normalize V(q) such 
that 
Then, since w >0 
x,y 
I dq e-V(q) = 1. 
1·1e get 
From the Jensen inequality we get 
zf;:: exp- ~ I dq dp e -V(p )-V( q) 
A x,yEfl 
VI.3 
VI.4 
VI.5 
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Let us put 
a "' J dq dp e-V(p)-V(q)[1 + lp-q\] VI.6 
It follows from B that 0 < a < + ::o • Thus: 
Z~ 2: exp- a J(x,y) 2: exp- I J\ I a\IJ\1 • 
x,yEJ\ 
VI.7 
On the other hand if 111 ,11 2 are disjoint, W >0 implies x,y-
'!'his estimate together with VI.4, VI.?, implies the result 
[46,47]. 
Now, let q be in 
and 
S' and v1e define R 
1 
"'----log z11 (q) I A I 
Proposition VI.2: Let us assume A,B 
0 
VI.8 
VI.9 
VI.10 
VI.11 
exists and coincides with f p , pro-
vided there is e > 0 such that 
Proof: 
From w >0 x,y- we get 
I " 11 I -> 0 as A'f'R • \AI1-e 
By the Jensen inequality we get: 
f z11 (q) 2: z11 exp- ~ E <W (o -q__)) J\ xEJ\ yf.J\ x,y x -:~ 
VI.12 
VI.13 
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lvith an obvious definition for (•)A. 
From A, we can estimate the r.h.s. as follows 
Now we claim that there is a constant K3 such that 
(see Lemma VI.? below). 
Vx E A VA E .'f(R ) 
Assuming this estimate we get 
r 
J d~-t E E (N (a -q ))A.:SK4 E E J(x,y) xEA y¢A x,y x Y xEA y¢A 
VI.14 
VI.15 
because, for 1.1 E Gt([,), 11 satisfies the "exponential" bound 
III.?, thus u((1+1ayln) is uniformly bounded in yER. 
Now let 
A1 = (y¢A; dist(A,y).::;,\A\e:l 
(Here OA = (y ¢ A; d (A, y) < 1}). Then 
if t J (x,y) = J(y,x) 
On the other hand, 
E E J(x,y) < IAI-e:N E 
xEA y¢AUA1 xEA 
N \\JI\N 
E d(x,y) J(x,y) < eN 1 y¢AUA1 - I A I -
Thus 
VI.16 
VI.17 
VI.18 
VI,19 
- _j_log z~ < J d~-t(q) pA (q) <- _j_log z~ + o( 0~ e:) + o( \N) 
lA\ - - \AI IAI - lA! 
VI.20 
and the result follows. 
It remains to prove: 
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Lemma VI.3: The estimate VI.15 holds 
To prove VI.15 it is sufficient to prove 
ala I 
(e X )A < 
A• 2 
++B'a+O' 
e VA E ](R) a>O. VI.21 
This estimate follows from III.1, where we have put Wx,y = 0 
unless x E A, yEA. Then, the matrix r(x,y) does not depend 
on A. 0 
VI.b) Uniqueness criteria: 
Proposition VI.4: Let & be a compact, attractive local spesi-
fication. Then Gt ( ~) has one point only, if and only if 
Vx E R. VI.22 
Remark: Using the LEBOWITZ inequalities such a result can be 
proved in example [32]. However we follow here a rather general 
argument. 
Proof: By the proposition V.1 it is enough to prove that VI.22 
implies 1.1 = 1.1 • + - Let f = (fx)xER be a positive rapidly de-
creasing sequence on R and 
a(f) = E a f 
xER X X 
Let Rf be the corresponding Wasershtein distance (see 
Appendix ). We get: 
Since u+?-1.1_ and X[s,;:ol(a(f)) EK+/OR) we can forget the 
absolute value to get 
VI.23 
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f being arbitrary, iJ =1-1· + - D 
Now let h be a real number, and let p(h) be the pressure 
corresponding to the model I. 5 with V replaced by 
Vh(q) = V(q)-hq. VI.26 
Clearly p(h) is a concave function of h. We assume 
moreover that W(x,y) depends only on x-y, on R = zV trans-
lation invariance). Then we get: 
Proposition VI._2: Let us consider the model I.5, ~. on 
with W( ) depending only on (x-y) E zV. Then if p(h) x,y 
is differentiable at h = h0 , the set of tempered Gibbs 
states corresponding to Vh is reduced to one point. 
0 
Proof: p(h) = lim pl-l(h) 
A1'R A 
VI.27 
VI.28 
Thus, p~(h) is concave and of class c' in h. A well-known 
result on concave function [17,24] allows us to give: 
But 
In particular for iJ = 1-1+ , 
lation invariant (prop V.3. 
l..l+(crx) = m+ vx, for 1-1+ 
- -
Example 1). Thus 
VI.29 
VI.30 
are trans-
VI.31 
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since f.l can be choosen arbitrarily in Gt (~) • 
Using the proposition VI.4 the results is proved, [J 
Example. Let us consider the 4 theory on d lattice: q> 
Wxy(q) ; ~q2 d(x,y) ; '1 
; 0 otherwise VI.32 
V(q) = ~(m2_02)q2 + >..q4 >..>0 
The Lee-Yang theorem allows us to prove that p(h) is 
analytic in h for Re(h) I 0. [26,27,49]. In this region \ve 
have the uniqueness of the Gibbs state: 
Corollar;y VI.6: For the ( Aq> 4 + bel + hcp) 
the set of tempered Gibbs states is 
provided h I o. 
Remark: In this example, let h be the f.l 
corresponding to the case h>O. Then 
for h = 0, the FKG inequalities give: 
Thus, due to the compactness of t 
lim lim llhE 
h'>IO Al'R A c 
if 
theory on the lattice, 
reduced to one point 
unique Gibbs state 
f.l is a Gibbs state 
VI.34 
t;' if 6 is the local specification corresponding to h ; 0, 
.. 
This construction was precisely done by FROLICH and SIMON [2'1] 
in the context of field theories to get the "+" state for the 
P( cp) 2 theory. 
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~ndix: Tempered measures. 
As before OR is the space JRR with the product topology; 
S~ is the subset of slo~rly increasing sequences in OR. S~ is 
equipped with the topology o(S~,SR) where SR is the set of 
fastly decreasing sequences, by the canonical duality: 
(qif) = E a f 
xER "'X X 
Since SR is separable, if E is a dense denumerable sub-
space of SR , the map 
A.2 
I 
gives an homeomorphism between SR and its image E'i?.' in the 
topological space OE • It is well-known (48) that the weak 
topology and the strong topology on I SR coincide, that sl R 
I 
a polish space, and that a subset B of SR is compact if 
only if there are CB > 0 and NB E N such that 
N 
qEB => I~I:5_CB(1+d(O,x)) B 
is 
and 
A.3 
Now let Mt(OR) be the set of tempered measures on OR. 
For f belonging to S~ = (f E SR; fx,2:0 Vx1 we put 
pf(q) = r f ia I 
xER X "'X 
Then \.IE Mt(OR) if and only if \.IE M(OR) and 
\.l(Pf)<+iXl '</fEE 
A.4 
Let W be the weak topology on M, and we equip Mt with 
the induced topology. 
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Proposition A.1: [39] I For every 1-1 E Mt, the subset SR of 
OR has 1-1-measure one. 
Proof: We get easily, using the Tchebischef inequality 
< e i": 
xER (1+d(o,xd~ 
A.6 
Choosing N big enough and e as small as we want , we get 
the result. 0 
Pro£osition A.2: [39] Let c be a positive real number and N 
be an integer. The set 
A.? 
is compact in (M,W) and 
Mt = U (;(C,N) 
CEN ,NE:N 
A.8 
Proof: Giving e;;--o, C>O and NE:N,we define 
h T ~ By t e ychonov theorem Jte is compact in OR, and 
1 
< e r, --N 1A.10 
- xER (1+d(O,x)J+V+ 
if 1-1 E fcc,N). 
By the PROKHOROV theorem [42], ~(C,N) has a compact closure. 
But 1-1 Jl> (!-l(loxi))xER is lower semi-continuous, and therefore 
f( b(C,N) is closed as inverse image of a closed set by ~ • 
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. Corollary A.;z: (Mt,W) is a Suslim space [8]. 
Proof: Mt is the denumerable union of compact metrizable space. 
[see[8], § 6 n·2,prop 8j [] 
Let M1 (ID.) be the set of probability measures on the real 
line such that r+x . 
J d!-l(s)lsl<+x 
-CO 
On M1 (ID.) the Wasershtein distance can be defined as 
follows [6,14,16,50] 
R(!-l,V) 
,+X 
= j .. cods I u(X[s,co])- (X[s, co}l 
~1here is the characteristic function of [s,ooJ. 
It is known that (M1 (ID.), R) is a complete metric space 
the topology of which being stronger than the weak topology. 
Giving f E SR we define 
0 cl::Of 
f xER X X 
A. 11 
A.12 
A.13 
and for 1-1 E Mt(OR) let 1-lf be the measure on lR image of 1-1 
by cr f. Since 1-1 E Mt, 1-lf E Mt ( ID.) • Then we define 
A.14 
Proposition A.4: (39] The family (Rf)fES define a topology 
R 
'("It on Mt, for which (Mt, 't)) is a polish space. ~ is 
stronger than W. 
Proof: We first note that f E SR -> Rf is continuous because 
A.15 
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For Rf can be defined as: 
where \ol(~,v) is the set of probability measures on OR XOR, 
the projections of which are ~ and v respectively. 
On the other hand 
It follows that if ~ is denumerable and dense in SR, the 
family (Rf)fE~ defines the same topology b . 'rhus b is 
metrizable and complete because (see A.16) 
Moreover if and 
then p~ 
At 
is a continuous semi norm and therefore 
last ~ is Hausdorff because 
implies ~f = vf Vf E SR, which, by the Kolmogorov theorem 
is equivalent to ~ = v • 
A.17 · 
A.18 
The fact that 7) is stronger than W is a consequence of 
the definition of Rf ( [ "JL~ J, theorem 2]. 0 
Definition A.5: A subset H of Mt is called uniform if for 
any fESR 
A.19 
uniformly for ~ E H • 
The great interest of this definition comes from the fol-
lowing characteriza.tion of compact subset of (Mt,o). 
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Proposition A.6: A subset H of (Mt, 7)) , has a compact closure 
if and only if the following conditions hold. 
(i) H is uniform 
(ii) 30 >0' NEN, HC ~(C,N) 
Proof: Let us assume H to be ~-compact. 
Since V f E SR 1-1 -> 1-!( I of I ) is continuous, for the '15 topo-
logy the semi-norm 
is everywhere defined and l01ver semi continuous on SR. Since 
S~ is a Baire space, pH is continuous, ([8] § 5) and we can find 
0 > 0, N E N such that 
A.21 
·? 
Thus He (;,(C,N). 
Moreover let e be positive, and f E SR; then there are 
iJ1, • • • ,1-!n , iJ E H, such that \If.! E H 
A.22 
Let FA be the function on m , 
FA 0 0 IPI ::_A/2 ; }!A (p) = 2\pi-A 
A.23 
lp\ >A 
Then: IFA(p)-FA(q)\5.2\p-ql and 
s diJ\ofl ::_ J d!-lFA(of) < 2Rf(!-l,\J .) + s di-!j FA(of) A.24 
lofi>A J 
Choosing A(e;f) such that A;::A(e,f) implies 
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A.25 
we get 
uEH A.26 
and H is a uniform set. 
Conversely if H satisfies (i) and (ii), H is weakly 
relatively compact. But since H is uniform, ~ and W coin-
cide on H by the result of DOBRUSHIN [ 14, Theorem 2). Then, 
H is ,.,:.I ' b relat1vely compact. D 
Remark A.7: We note now that in Section III, the exponential 
bound is sufficient to insure that & is compact in the sense 
of the fo -topology. 
wise 
and 
For if XA (p) = 1 
0 
This estimate proves that if p E Mt 
uniformly in 1\ 1 and 
if p>A = 0 
- 0 
other-
A.27 
llEM A.28 
A.29 
uniformly in ll E Gt(h) , because t0 satisfies the exponential 
bound. 0 
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